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Vom Haus Weinbrand

http://www.vomhausweinbrand.com

I take my responsibility of a German Shepherd Dog breeder very seriously.

Vom Haus Weinbrand I strive to produce sound healthy dogs that have the versatility to work in various different areas, have the temperament to live in the house

and be your companion and also the beauty and look that the German Shepherd should have. I have produced dogs that have went on to be police dogs, search and

rescue dogs, service dogs, Schutzhund dogs, performance dogs and others that are great family companions.My dogs live in the house with me and my family, they

are our constant companions. My dogs have great "on / off switches", meaning that they are always ready and eager to work when asked, but can also relax around

the house when we are not working. I work my dogs in Schutzhund and my daughter usually tags along and "helps". While SchH is our main venue, I also play

around in some other areas such as AKC obedience and rally.I am a big believer in the SV system and way of breeding. All of my dogs are titled before breeding. I

also make sure that hips/elbows are certified and my dogs are DM tested.I take my responsibility of a breeder very seriously. I am always here to help any of my

puppy buyers with any problems, questions, or concerns they may have. You can call me day or night at any point in your puppies life. I do not care if they are 10

weeks, 10 months or 10 years old. I enjoy hearing about how my puppies are doing after they leave my house and ask people to keep me updated on their

progress. All content of this listing belongs to the Owner in this Listing! Copyright © All Rights Reserved.
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